LearningExpress eBooks
MORE THAN 200 TITLES AVAILABLE ONLINE

In addition to the wide range of interactive skill-building courses and instantly scored practice tests, LearningExpress also offers online access to electronic reference books. More than 200 eBook titles perfect for students, adult learners, parents, and career professionals are available for download in PDF format.

LearningExpress eBooks provide:

- Subject matter review for all ages: basic skills remediation, college entrance exam preparation, career licensing and certification preparation, and more
- Focused lessons and practice exams modeled on official licensing and certification exams
- Practice exercises and review guides organized to maximize learning in less time
- Glossaries for subject-specific vocabulary
- Advice on how to prepare for exams using standardized test-taking techniques
- Immediate access via downloadable PDFs from any Internet-enabled computer

To start using LearningExpress Library go online to ohioweblibrary.org or the State Library of Ohio website at: library.ohio.gov
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